AREAS LIST FOR ANTHROPOLOGY
SUMMER 2021

Anthropology majors are required to take one upper-division ANT course (3 credit hours) that has substantial theoretical content, one upper-division ANT course (3 credit hours) that covers methodology, and one upper-division ANT course (3 credit hours) that covers a cultural group or geographic area. Though some courses can count for multiple requirements, separate courses must be taken to satisfy each of these degree requirements. **Of the courses offered for Summer 2021, the following will satisfy the areas requirements:**

**THEORY**

- ANT f345C  URBAN CULTURES-WB (First session)
- ANT n324L  CULTURE AND HEALTH-WB (Nine-week session)
- ANT s324L  ANTHROPOLOGY OF INFRASTRUCTURE-WB (Second session)
- ANT s324L  45-QUEER ETHNOGRAPHIES-WB (Second session)
- ANT s662  FIELD ARCHAEOLOGY – CENTRAL TEXAS (Second session)

**METHODS**

- ANT f345C  URBAN CULTURES-WB (First session)
- ANT s324L  ANTHROPOLOGY OF INFRASTRUCTURE-WB (Second session)
- ANT s324L  45-QUEER ETHNOGRAPHIES-WB (Second session)
- ANT s662  FIELD ARCHAEOLOGY – CENTRAL TEXAS (Second session)

**CULTURE/GEOGRAPHIC AREA**

- ANT f324L  ARAB LATIN AMERICAS-WB (First session)
- ANT s324L  45-QUEER ETHNOGRAPHIES-WB (Second session)
- ANT s662  FIELD ARCHAEOLOGY – CENTRAL TEXAS (Second session)